Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The current clinical consensus is to treat people with type 2 diabetes with metformin (METF) when diet and exercise have failed to control glucose levels. However, to date, the question of whether sulfonylureas (SUs), a class of oral antihyperglycemic agents, are a suitable option for second-line therapy remains a focus of contention. While SUs represent a common, inexpensive, and effective treatment to manage glucose levels \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\], they have become increasingly controversial because of long-term safety concerns. Emerging evidence links the use of SUs with elevated risks for cardiovascular events and mortality compared to other glucose-lowering drug therapies, but expert opinion remains divided on whether SUs should remain a suitable therapy in the clinical setting \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. This difference in opinions may be attributed, in part, to the fact that a number of studies reporting elevated risks are observational in nature and thus open to challenge in terms of their methodological rigor. This factor and the lack of safety and efficacy measures in randomized controlled trials (RCTs) designed to evaluate long-term outcomes while also reflecting actual clinical populations have likely contributed to the adoption of different clinical guidelines.

The aim of the study reported here is to pool the existing evidence to summarize the risk of (1) cardiovascular events and (2) mortality (all-cause and cardiovascular) associated with SU use relative to other therapies within a broad range of indicated populations by conducting a series of meta-analyses.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Data Sources {#Sec3}
------------

The MEDLINE database (via PubMed) was searched for studies comparing the safety of SUs (monotherapy or in combination) relative to other oral diabetes medications in patients with type 2 diabetes from 1965 to December 15, 2015, using the search terms reported in Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM) S1. Clinicaltrials.gov, a public database that registers clinical trials, was also searched for unpublished data. In addition, the reference lists of the relevant articles identified by the search of these databases were examined for studies not retrieved from the other search strategies. Finally, references from previous meta-analyses and Cochrane reviews were examined. This article is based on previously conducted studies and does not contain any studies with human participants or animals performed by any of the authors.

A flow chart of the selection process resulting from the MEDLINE and other search strategies is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. A total of 1982 articles were extracted from MEDLINE and a further 264 articles were culled from the other search strategies, resulting in a total of 2246 articles extracted for assessment. The abstracts of each of these articles were then reviewed for eligibility, following which 172 of these articles were reviewed in their entirety. Finally, a total of 50 articles met the eligibility requirements to be included in the series of meta-analyses (see ESM S2 for a list of all studies included).Fig. 1Flow chart of the study selection process.*RCTs* Randomized controlled trials

Information on the effect size (e.g., hazard ratio, odds ratio, relative risk \[RR\]) or the raw information required to calculate it (e.g., number of major cardiovascular events, number of people who died), the standard deviation (or 95% confidence interval \[CI\]), sample size (number of people in treatment group), and study characteristics relevant to the population, outcome, and exposure were extracted from each study if provided. Adjusted estimates of the effect size were used if provided; otherwise unadjusted estimates were extracted. Authors of individual articles were not contacted to obtain information if missing. For the purposes of the meta-analyses reported here, hazard ratios, odds ratios, and relative risk were treated as equivalent measures when pooling estimates. Article extraction and the culling of information were conducted by one of the authors who is a health services researcher (WRP), with consultation or further reviews by the other two authors (CLC, DRM) who are senior health services researchers.

Study Selection {#Sec4}
---------------

Randomized controlled trials and observational cohort studies were included in this meta-analysis. All studies explicitly examining all-cause mortality, cardiovascular-related mortality, or major cardiovascular events were examined. Some heterogeneity in the definition of major cardiovascular composite endpoints used across studies existed; for clarity, each study definition is given in ESM S3. Since the aim was to evaluate long-term cardiovascular and mortality risks, only studies with ≥ 1 year of follow-up from the date of the first prescription were included for assessment.

Studies were excluded from the meta-analyses if they met any of the following criteria: included only patients with serious conditions at baseline, such as a history of major cardiovascular events or renal failure; had a treatment population of only children (younger than 18 years of age) or only type 1 diabetes patients; did not include an active comparator (e.g., diet/exercise, placebo); had a case--control design; involved research only on animals; written in a language other than English. For studies for which there were more than one publication, the article with the most complete data or which involved the most recent follow-up was selected. For observational studies, an attempt to address confounding factors must have been implemented (matched in the design or model adjustment) by including basic demographic information (i.e., age, sex, and race) and relevant comorbidities at baseline (those adjusting for cardiovascular disease \[CVD\] risk at a minimum). This resulted in 24 RCTs and 26 observational cohort studies being included in this study.

Data Extraction and Quality Assessment {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------

Details on potential biases in each RCT included in the meta-analyses were assessed using items from the Jadad scale, which assesses the methodological quality of RCTs in terms of study design and its appropriateness (randomization, double blind) as well as whether a description of the dropouts from the study is included \[[@CR5]\]. The quality of observational cohort studies was rated using the eight items from the Newcastle--Ottawa Scale \[[@CR6]\], which assesses quality in three domains: sample selection, comparability of groups, and outcome assessment. An additional item for both study designs examined whether industry funding explicitly sponsored the study.

Details of the quality assessments are presented in ESM S4 and S5. Results from the Newcastle--Ottawa Scale suggest that all studies met most of the quality assessments in each domain. Regarding the RCTs, all studies were randomized, 20 of the 24 were double blind, and in 23 a description of the participant dropouts was provided. However, industry funding was judged to be high in 64% of all studies (23/24 RCTs; 9/26 observational studies). With the exception of industry-funded studies, most studies were assessed as being at a low risk of bias on the domains assessed, suggesting that the overall quality was fair to good in the selected studies. Total scores from the quality assessments were not used to exclude studies from the meta-analyses.

Data Synthesis and Analysis {#Sec6}
---------------------------

Each outcome and comparison required two or more studies. For RCTs and studies with observational designs, both fixed effects and random effect models were conducted and reported. In a fixed effects model, the assumption is that each study provides evidence towards one common effect size; that is, the model assumes the effect size should be the same and that the features of the study (e.g., study design, population) should not impact the magnitude of the effect size. Therefore, the fixed effect model combines all study information together without taking into account that studies can vary between each other as well as between different study designs. Weights given to each study are determined only by its within-study variance (study weight = 1/within study variance). Since variance is a function of sample size, smaller studies will contribute less information to the weighted estimate than larger studies.

In the random effects model, the weights given to each study are determined not only by the within-group variability (as for fixed effects) but also by the between-group variability. The implication is that relatively greater weight tends to be given to smaller studies than it would be in a fixed effect model approach since the weights for each study now account for between-study design variability. In general, since random effects models also include between-study variation, they will tend to have relatively wider confidence intervals compared to fixed effects models \[[@CR7]\]. The inverse variance and the DerSimonian--Laird methods were used to estimate the fixed and random effects, respectively, using the METAN command in the Stata version 14.1 data analysis and statistical software \[[@CR8]\].

A particular challenge for researchers is how to synthesize results that are produced from two inherently different study designs, namely, RCTs and quasi-experimental observational designs. Therefore, to address this methodological challenge, we used a two-level hierarchical Bayesian design to synthesize result estimates across RCTs and observational designs. This is a random effects model approach and assumes that the effects derived from different study designs will be similar and also different to some extent. The combined effect is the weighted average of these two common effect sizes.

Overall pooled estimates were estimated using the 'bayesmh' command with random effect of study design in Stata 14.1 \[[@CR8]\]. Thus, the model accounts for heterogeneity from the different study design. This is similar to the approach used by Peters et al. \[[@CR9]\] and involved Markov chain Monte Carlo estimation using a Metropolis--Hastings algorithm and Gibbs sampling with vague conjugate prior distributions specified on unknown parameters. Convergence diagnostics suggested fairly rapid convergence with no trend in trace plots, low autocorrelation, and acceptance rates for the Metropolis--Hastings algorithm of around 75% (well above the 10% rule of thumb) and efficiencies of \> 1% for all analyses.

Heterogeneity across the studies was assessed using the *I*^2^ statistic, with values of \> 50% benchmarked as indicating substantial heterogeneity \[[@CR10]\]. This statistic represents the percentage of variance in the effect size attributable to heterogeneity, with larger values indicating less overlap in confidence intervals across studies. A benefit of the statistic is that the number of studies involved in each meta-analysis has little influence on the *I*^2^ statistic, unlike other estimates.

In drug comparisons that included ≥ 10 studies, publication bias was assessed by testing for asymmetry in funnel plots (scatterplot for the log effect size by the log standard error) using Egger's tests \[[@CR11]\] via the METABIAS Stata command \[[@CR12]\]. Tests for funnel plot asymmetry are not recommended in comparisons with \< 10 studies since power may be too low to detect moderate asymmetry \[[@CR13]\].

Results {#Sec7}
=======

A total of 24 randomized clinical trials and 26 observational cohort studies were included in the series of meta-analyses. Meta-analysis summaries of the effect size (and 95% CIs or credible intervals) for each comparison and outcome are presented in Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Further information, including both fixed and random effect models for each analysis, is presented in ESM S6.Fig. 2Pooled relative risks (RR) for all-cause mortality. Inverse variance fixed effect estimates are shown for pooled estimates by study design, and two-level hierarchical Bayesian estimates are shown for overall pooled estimates. RR and the 95% confidence interval (*CI*) are presented for results by study design, and RR and 95% credible intervals are presented for overall pooled estimates.*DPP-4* Dipeptidyl peptidase-4, *ES* effect size, *GLP-1* glucagon-like peptide-1, *MEGL* meglitinide, *METF* metformin,*Obs* observational, *SGLT-2* sodium--glucose co-transporter 2, *SU* sulfonylurea, *TZD* thiazolidinedione Fig. 3Pooled RR for cardiovascular mortality. Inverse variance fixed effect estimates are shown for pooled estimates by study design, and two-level hierarchical Bayesian estimates are shown for overall pooled estimates. RR and the 95% CI are presented for results by study design, and RR and 95% credible intervals are presented for overall pooled estimates Fig. 4Pooled RR for cardiovascular composite events. Inverse variance fixed effect estimates are shown for pooled estimates by study design, and two-level hierarchical Bayesian estimates are shown for overall pooled estimates. RR and the 95% CI are presented for results by study design, and RR and 95% credible intervals are presented for overall pooled estimates

Pooled Effects by Design {#Sec8}
------------------------

### Observational Cohort Design {#Sec9}

Sixteen meta-analyses (from eight drug-to-drug comparisons) of only observational cohort studies suggest that treatment with SUs poses a greater risk than other therapies. Three of these comparisons involved SU monotherapy against METF (all-cause mortality: RR 1.38, 95% CI 1.35, 1.41; cardiovascular mortality: 1.21 95% CI 1.16, 1.27; cardiovascular composite RR 1.18, 95% CI 1.15, 1.22), thiazolidinedione (TZD) (all-cause mortality: RR 1.28, 95% CI 1.13, 1.45), and combination METF + TZD (all-cause mortality: RR  1.76, 95% CI 1.41, 2.20; cardiovascular composite: RR 1.99, 95% CI 1.47, 2.69).

There were also differential risks when SU combination therapy was evaluated against SU and METF monotherapy, respectively. A lower risk was associated with METF + SU combination therapy when compared to SU monotherapy (all-cause mortality: RR 0.75, 95% CI 0.71, 0.80; cardiovascular mortality: RR 0.80, 95% CI 0.66, 0.97; cardiovascular composite: RR 0.84, 95% CI 0.77, 0.93), and a higher risk was associated with SU + METF combination therapy compared against METF monotherapy (all-cause mortality: RR 1.15, 95% CI 1.08, 1.22; cardiovascular mortality: RR 1.47, 95% CI 1.18, 1.82).

The remaining analyses found elevated effects for SU + METF combination therapy relative to other METF combinations, such as METF + TZD (all-cause mortality: RR 1.20, 95% CI 1.08, 1.34; cardiovascular composite: RR 1.12, 95% CI 1.03, 1.23), METF + dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) (all-cause mortality: RR 1.45, 95% CI 1.32, 1.59; cardiovascular composite: RR 1.46, 95% CI 1.28, 1.68), and METF +  glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) (all-cause mortality: RR 1.42, 95% CI 1.00, 2.01).

In addition, pooled results were statistically inconsistent in four analyses between the fixed inverse variance method and the DerSimonian--Laird random effect method, such that the added between-study variance included in the random effects estimates produced wider confidence intervals for the pooled effect in all cases, giving statistically non-significant estimates. Thus, substantial heterogeneity existed within each of these analyses, with the *I*^2^ statistic ranging from 74 to 93%. All of these analyses involved METF + SU combination therapy compared to monotherapies, and they found a lower risk when compared to SU alone (all-cause, cardiovascular composite) and a higher risk when compared to METF monotherapy (on all-cause mortality. cardiovascular death). With the exception of this last drug comparison, all of the inconsistent comparisons had a similar magnitude and directions of the estimated pooled effects between random effects and fixed effects estimates (see ESM S6).

### Randomized Controlled Trials {#Sec10}

One significant elevated effect was found in the series of analyses using only RCTs. People randomized to receive the combination METF + SU had an 86% increased risk of a cardiovascular composite event than those assigned combined therapy with METF + DPP-4 (pooled RR 1.86, 95% CI 1.18, 2.93). All other pooled estimates of RCT design studies failed to detect a difference in risk between SU therapy and other regimens for all outcomes. While most comparisons had the same direction in the effect as pooled observational cohort estimates, precision was often worse in the RCT than in its pooled observational cohort counterpart.

### Overall Combined Across Study Design {#Sec11}

None of the analyses suggested an elevated effect for SUs when results were combined across RCT and observational cohort study designs according to all two-level hierarchical Bayesian models. While the overall direction and magnitude of the effect estimates are similar to that of the pooled estimates from observational cohort designed studies, overall pooled estimates have considerably wider credible intervals. This is most likely a result of the added variation existing between study designs.

Publication Bias {#Sec12}
----------------

Assessing publication bias was limited since most analyses were excluded if there were \< 10 studies included. There was no significant test result suggesting publication bias according to Egger's test.

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

Cardiovascular disease is the main cause of death in people with diabetes, yet evidence on whether particular drug therapies contribute to an increase in cardiovascular events and mortality has been unclear and insufficient. Early evidence for concerns over SU use came from the UK Prospective Diabetes Study \[[@CR2]\] and from studies showing that their use is associated with weight gain, fluid retention, and hypoglycemia, all of which are known risk factors for CVD. Certain SUs affect vascular ATP-sensitive potassium channels (KATP channels); this results in interference with ischemic preconditioning and the KATP channels possibly not being selective for pancreatic β-cells and rather binding to receptors in other tissues, such as cardiomyocytes and vascular smooth muscle cells \[[@CR14]\]. These findings, together with mounting evidence from epidemiologic studies, have further raised concerns over the use of SUs.

The pooled results of the series of meta-analyses reported here suggest that SU therapy is associated with an elevated health risk relative to METF, TZD, GLP-1 agonists, and DPP-4 inhibitors when either compared as a monotherapy or when used in combination with METF. These findings are almost entirely derived from observational data (with one exception).

While most RCT-derived estimates were in the same direction as and had a similar magnitude to those for their observational cohort counterpart, the uncertainty surrounding each effect was much larger for the former. Therefore, when evidence was pooled using both types of study design, there was high variability around the effect estimates (wide credible intervals) as a result of the imprecise estimates reported from prior RCT studies. Across all RCTs in this study, the majority that evaluated long-term safety outcomes had small sample sizes with relatively few or no events in a given drug group occurring during the follow-up period. As a result, existing RCTs were not sufficiently powered to evaluate long-term safety outcomes.

Pooled estimates from the observational studies suggest worse outcomes for SUs versus older type 2 diabetes drug classes. For the monotherapy regimens, a higher pooled relative risk was reported for SU monotherapy in comparison to METF on all three safety outcomes, and for TZD on all-cause mortality. The results also suggest a higher risk for both SU monotherapy and METF + SU combination therapy than with METF + TZD combination therapy for all-cause mortality and cardiovascular composite events.

Beginning in 2008, all novel type 2 diabetes medications have to undergo a trial focused on cardiovascular outcomes. These studies have typically involved the enrollment of patients with high cardiovascular risks (those with numerous CVD risk factors or with existing CVD). Evidence from most studies indicate that novel agents do not pose an increased cardiovascular risk compared to placebo (exception being saxagliptin, for which an increased risk of hospitalization for heart failure has been shown \[[@CR15]\]). However, there are several shortcomings to these studies, with criticism focused on their lack of a clear interpretation of the cardiovascular risk among the broader indicated population, an insufficient study period duration which does not allow understanding of the cardiovascular safety profile (there is no mandatory minimum duration set for these studies), and the fact that placebo-controlled trial designs do not provide insight into clinically relevant questions \[[@CR16]\].

Meta-analysis of the results of observational cohort studies suggests that SUs have higher long-term risks than do the newer potential second-line drug classes on one or more outcomes. Compared to the combination METF + DDP-4, our results suggest that the combination METF + SU poses an increased risk for cardiovascular composite events (which is in agreement with the RCT pooled results) as well as for all-cause mortality, and compared to the combination METF + GLP-1, there was an elevated risk for all-cause mortality.

While new evidence from trials on second-line medications after METF with a long follow-up would ideally be a welcome addition, such studies are typically neither feasible nor timely. This is particularly true for any study investigating comparative safety among the older drug classes, such as SUs and TZDs. For example, the one trial of second-line TZD use that had a follow-up of \> 1 year (TOSCA.IT) was underpowered, with only about one-third of the actual events necessary to detect a 20% reduction in the cardiovascular composite outcome with 80% power \[[@CR17]\]. In addition, the forthcoming GRADE study does not have a TZD treatment arm \[[@CR18]\].

While ongoing trials such as the GRADE and CAROLINA trials may provide evidence on newer classes of drugs with a longer follow-up than previously reported \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\], there is increasing pressure to include evidence derived from non-randomized designs \[[@CR20]\]. With this increasing demand, a methodological challenge for researchers is how/whether evidence from observational cohort and RCTs can be combined to inform key treatment decisions. In our study, we used a two-level Bayesian model to explore how results can be synthesized across study designs. Since there were fewer RCTs than observational studies in our meta-analyses, this strategy tended to give more weight to RCTs than otherwise would occur if the results were simply combined without any consideration of the study design. However, this strategy also included additional variance in the form of between-study design variance in the Bayesian models.

Future studies should explore whether there are other suitable methods to account for uncertainty and pooling estimates across study designs for the purpose of advancing empirical knowledge and informing evidence-based medicine practice. In particular, Bayesian multilevel models that use informed prior distributions that are formally specified to reflect the relative strength of RCT designs compared to observational designs would be most beneficial. Such an approach would assign less weight to study design types that are more susceptible to bias (e.g., observational designs) relative to RCT designs. Empirically, these weights might be developed via meta-regression examining how effect estimates vary by study design, as has been suggested previously \[[@CR21]\]. Additionally, expert judgments may be elicited via survey or using a Delphi or group consensus approach, where this information may be quantified in the form of a prior probability distribution.

Finally, it is important to note that there are several shortcomings in existing comparative safety analyses that need to be explored in future research. While SU therapy is commonly compared to metformin and TZD, there is limited comparative safety research on how the newer classes of medications compare against SU therapy (e.g., sodium--glucose co-transporter 2 inhibitors). There are even fewer comparative safety analyses that parse out the different sequencing possibilities involving SU combination therapy, such as whether existing therapy (e.g., often METF monotherapy) is discontinued or augmented when a second-line therapy is introduced.

Also, there were few comparisons that included ≥ 10 studies to examine publication bias, and so this factor cannot be ruled out. In addition, other biases beyond the types assessed in this study could influence study effect sizes. In future work, meta-regression is one way to explore the influence that various study characteristics as well as other effect-modifying factors have on these estimates.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

While the results from previous studies suggest that type 2 diabetes medications other than SUs appear to have equal glucose-lowering efficacy both alone and when combined with METF \[[@CR1]\], further research is needed to determine whether they also provide greater long-term safety. In this study, meta-analyses using only observational cohort evidence suggest that SUs pose an elevated risk when compared to other drug classes. RCTs to date have been poorly designed to evaluate long-term outcomes with type 2 diabetes medications, resulting in few events and providing little evidence. The focus of many of these trials has been to make direct head-to-head comparisons to assess which medications work best at managing glucose levels, and they were not designed to examine long-term risks. These trials have typically been small in size with relatively short follow-up periods, thereby limiting the ability to obtain precise estimates of risk.

While much of the evidence is derived and will continue to come from observational database studies, the methodological rigor of such studies is questionable (e.g., internal threats to validity such as selection bias and unmeasured confounding are possible). Since evidence from RCTs on the long-term risks is typically not feasible or underpowered, a greater emphasis on designing frameworks for comparative safety research that incorporate evidence from well-designed, rigorous observational studies is needed.
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